N Rent trusts domestic DINO moon walkers

The features and quality of the DINO 220XSE passenger walker convinced N Rent Oy's CEO Juha Riipi.
DINO 220XSE is N Rent's latest acquisition. The machine impresses with its performance, fitting perfectly
N Rent's range of rental machines. Especially the best big 350 kg maximum pallet load in its class. In
addition to reliability and ease of use, the combination of a big work basket and a wide side reach is exactly
what N Rent's customers need from lifts.
N Rent Oy, which operates as part of Nostokonepalvelu Oy, rents lifts in Oulu and Espoo
through its offices throughout Finland. The company's operations are based on a strong variety
major projects such as industry, mining and major construction projects.
Dino lift Oy is a Finnish family company that designs, manufactures and sells high-quality DINO lifts for
various uses to rental companies and end users. With DINO lift, working at heights is safe and efficient.
Domesticity is an important criterion for DINO investment.
N Rent’s Juha Riipi has a long career and strong experience in lift rental. When Dino lift published her first
moonwalker model, Juha was immediately interested in it. Good experiences and excellent feedback from
end users has ensured additional investment in DINO lifting equipment.
All DINO lifts are manufactured in Loimaa in a modern factory, ensuring that product support and after
market services are close and easily accessible when they are needed. Competition in the lift and rental
market is fierce, domesticity alone is not enough, but when the combination combines the superior
technical performance of the 220XSE with competent product support, the choice has been easy, Riipi says.
In addition to the basic features, the DINO 220XSE can be used as a radio-controlled 500 kg for material

lifting with the work basket removed. Another accessory and special feature of the 220XSE is
outriggers to ensure safe working even on sloping platforms and uneven ground in the terrain. As standard,
the 220XSE allows you to work with a 5 ° tilt, with the help of the outriggers possible up to a slope of 12 °.
“It’s been great to work with a long line rental professional like Juha. The feedback received from Juha and
the product development ideas have been important to us as a manufacturer”, says sales manager Matti
Boman from Dino lift.

